
Order codes

Guarantee

Ultra-lightweight

Compact and unimposing

Good legroom

No complex and
expensive adaptations

Safe and simple to use

Excellent value for money

With 30 years’experience,
Mountway prides itself on
‘bringing independence
to life’with innovative
products such as the

Splash bath Lift.

Visit
www.mountway.com

or ask your local retailer/
supplier for information on
our other product solutions

for independent living.

splash
bath lift

®Enjoy a soothing,
revitalising bath – safely,
independently and
with dignity!

The Splash bath lift
and its accessories
(excl. soft cover set)
is guaranteed for
1 year. The soft cover
set is guaranteed for
6 months.

b a t h i n g a n d t o i l e t i n g

Contact your local retailer/supplier or visit www.mountway.com
for full product specifications.

Accessories

Item Order Code

Splash bath lift SPLASH

Soft cover set BB3103

Extended suction
feet set BB3100

Side flap protector (single) AB283

Side flap protector
extension kit AB284

Side flap protector
extension kit (non-hooking) AB287

For more information or to order:

call: 0800 014 1852
e-mail: mail@mountway.co.uk
or visit: www.mountway.com

Part number: ML3BB2 / Issue: 1; 03/11

Technical Specifications

Maximum user weight 127kg/20 stone/280lbs
Total product weight (excl. battery) 6.5kg/14.33lbs
Seat width 350mm/13.78in
Seat width with flaps open 680mm/26.77in
Maximum seat height 460mm/18.11in
Minimum seat height 70mm/2.76in
Overall length (stood upright) 510mm/20.08in

� Soft cover set offers additional
comfort.

� Extended suction feet set
provides an additional
1 inch (25mm) height, enabling
the seat to reach the top of
deep baths.

� Side flap protectors allow
Splash to glide smoothly over
built-in bath handles.
Side flap protector extension
kits are also available.



Taking a bath is not only fundamental to
maintaining goodpersonal hygiene, it also
offers the therapy of soaking aching joints
andmuscles inwarmwater.
If getting in and out of the bath is more difficult than
it once was, the Splash bath lift offers you a simple,
practical and budget-friendly solution.

At the touch of a button, Splash will lower you safely
to the bottom of the bath and will then raise you
smoothly back to the top again.

Ultra-lightweight, compact
and unimposing

Splash is the lightest battery-powered bath lift
available*, yet can comfortably lift a weight of
20 stone. It is the ideal choice if you need to take it
in and out of the bath regularly or with you on
holidays. Its trim, subtle design makes Splash easy
to carry and store. When left in its lowest position
in the bath, it is barely noticeable!

* with motorised drive unit and solid seat. Safe and simple to use

Good legroom No complex or expensive
adaptations

A basic, uncomplicated design makes
Splash simple to clean. Even if you leave it
in the bath most of the time, you can still
easily clean your bath around it.

* Battery charger also supplied

A slimline, fixed-back design
allows it to fit close to the
back of the bath, helping
to optimise bathing space.
Combined with a seat that
sits low in the bottom of
the bath, you will be able
to immerse yourself in the
water.

Suitable for most bath types, Splash simply
sits at the back of your existing bath and is
attached securely with 4 suction feet.

Don’t worry about electricity in your
bathroom! Splash is powered by a
completely waterproof, rechargeable
battery hand control. This hand control is
slim with easy-to-press buttons and ideal if
you have small or arthritic hands. A built-in
battery monitoring system also indicates
when recharging is needed. *

Easy to clean


